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Chapter 4 Airworthiness Limitation Added
to Single Engine Restart Aircraft
Cessna released SEL-05-03, titled “TIME LIMITS/MAINTENANCE CHECKS - CHAPTER 4 AIRWORTHINESS
LIMITATIONS ADDED TO THE MAINTENANCE MANUAL”.
While the title of this Service Letter may cause some
confusion since Time Limits and Maintenance Check
is the title of Chapter 5 and remains the location of
the manufacturer recommended time limits and
maintenance checks; this Service Letter applies to all
Cessna 1996 and on Single Engine Aircraft (172R/S,
182S/T, T182T & 206H/T206H) and serves as notification
that an airworthiness limitations chapter has been
added to the maintenance manual.
To further explain; Chapter 4 gives the FAA approved
replacement times and inspection intervals for components
of the airplane. The information provided in this chapter
is a limitation on the airworthiness of the airplane.
Failure to comply with the requirements defined in
Chapter 4 will cause the airplane to be un-airworthy.
The only component currently listed in Chapter 4 on
the above airplanes is the Oil Pressure Switch, Part
Number: 83278 which must be replaced every 3000
hours. This switch is also the subject of Airworthiness
Directive AD 2000-04-01.

The P/N: 83278 Oil Pressure Switch, typical 172R/172S installation
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The P/N: 83278 Oil Pressure Switch, typical 182S/T & 206H/T206H
installation

SID ‘s Inspections

Supplemental Inspection Documents

The Supplemental Inspection Documents or SID’s have been released for the 200 and 100 Series
piston engine aircraft and the 1996 and on Single Engine Piston Aircraft. All SID’s Inspections are now
incorporated into the affected Maintenance Manuals via revision with the exception of the early 120,
140, 170 and 195 models which have been released as stand-alone inspections. Answers to some
frequently asked questions are presented here.
The SID’s and CAP Relationship
SEL-05-01 Revision 1 was developed to announce that some of the existing Continued Airworthiness
Program (CAP) inspections have been superseded by the SID program. The CAP inspections were
superseded by the SID’s to enable modern inspection methods, move to task based inspection techniques
and add additional inspection necessitated by the service history and analysis of the structural
capabilities present in various models. Because the CAP was not eliminated, the CAP inspections that
were not superseded by SID’s must be accomplished at the appropriate time as defined in the Continuous
Airworthiness Program.
Variation in the SID’s
Some confusion exists in regard to why one SID applies to a specific serial group and why other
examples of the same model do not need to be inspected in the same manor or at the same interval.
The simple explanation is the SID’s inspection tasks are based on service history and analysis. Some
of the SID tasks do not apply to every airplane of a particular model run and some vary by serial. The
variance is based on structural and gross weight changes that occurred as the models evolved.

Inspections

Fuel Line Draw Mark

Cessna has received reports from the field
of fuel seepage described as staining and
dampness at the fittings of ½ inch fuel lines
on recent production airplanes. These issues
were discovered by maintenance providers
while performing work in the area. Investigation of the returned fuel line assemblies
has reveled a material flaw which is thought
to be a draw mark produced on the interior
of the tube during tube manufacture.
Cessna is developing a mandatory Service
Bulletin that will require the inspection of
the ½ inch fuel line assemblies affected by
this issue installed in airplanes that have
not received an annual or 100 hour inspection
since delivery.
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The draw mark appears as a scratch or groove parallel to the longitudinal
axis on the interior of the tube. A seep can be initiated when the draw mark
extends through the flare sealing surface.

